1 Entrance to the Technical Shop at Siemensring 53; if not occupied, please register at Siemensring 79.
2 Large-scale Technical Shop Fraunhofer UMSICHT.

Fraunhofer Institute for Environmental, Safety, and Energy Technology UMSICHT

Institute Branch Willich
Siemensring 53
47877 Willich
Phone +49 208 8595-1122

www.umsicht.fraunhofer.de

General rules of conduct:
Please observe the smoking ban. Photographing and filming prohibited. Entering of storage, pilot plant station and laboratory areas only permitted in company of UMSICHT staff members.
HOW TO FIND US

Freeway A44
coming from Düsseldorf Airport/Ratingen:
Leave the A44 at exit Münchheide (23) in the direction of Münchheide/Willich and turn right onto Kempener Straße (L26). After approx. 300 meter turn right onto Anrather Straße (L26). Follow this road for approx. 300 meter and take the first exit at the roundabout onto Siemensring. The Willich branch is located on the right hand side after approx. 600 meter.

Freeway A44
coming from Mönchengladbach:
Leave the A44 at exit Münchheide (23), for further directions see coming from Ratingen.

Freeway A52
coming from Mönchengladbach:
At intersection Neersen change onto freeway A44 (direction Krefeld).
For further directions via freeway A44, see above.

Freeway A52
coming from Düsseldorf:
At intersection Neersen change onto freeway A44 (direction Krefeld).
For further directions via freeway A44, see above.